Endura Deluge 2
£39.99

The Deluge feels like a relative lightweight in comparison to other gloves but for riders who run a little hot it might just be the answer. They rely on a seam-sealed water and windproof membrane for the main job of protection from the elements. Insulation is provided by small amounts of Thinsulate wadding and thermal properties were not as good as some of the bulkier gloves.

The low bulk glove provides a lovely, close fit that really minimises movement restrictions and enables the rider to ride as freely as in the summer. The gusseted cuff is not as long as others meaning riders with long arms might suffer from ‘gappage’ with some jackets. The lightly padded palm is very comfortable, but if anything is too grippy, your hands tend to move about with the liner. Moisture transfer was really good with the Deluge but again the looser liner does tend to move about when damp. The hi-vis green works well for daytime visibility whilst large areas of reflective material give good night time visibility.

Colours: black, hi-vis green
Sizes: XS-XXL (large tested)
www.endurasport.com